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Among the graphs for which the system of cliques has the Helly property those 
are characterized which are clique-convergent to the one-vertex graph. These 
graphs, also known as the so-called absolute retracts of reflexive graphs, are the line 
graphs of conformal Helly hypergraphs possessing a certain elimination scheme. 
From particular classes of such hypergraphs one can readily construct various 
classes Y of graphs such that each member of Y has its clique graph in D and is 
itself the clique graph of some other member of Ce. Examples include the classes of 
strongly chordal graphs and Ptolemaic graphs, respectively. c 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The clique graph K(G) of a graph G is the intersection graph of the 
cliques ( =maximal complete subgraphs) of G. It is well known which 
graphs are the clique graphs of graphs; see Roberts and Spencer [35]. 
Their result was inspired by Hamelink’s sufficient condition [18] that a 
graph G is the clique graph of some other graph provided that the set of 
cliques of G enjoys the Helly property-that is, every family of pairwise 
intersecting cliques has a nonempty intersection. We will call such a graph 
G a clique-Helly graph. Escalante [13] has shown that the clique graph of 
a clique-Helly graph is again a clique-Helly graph, and on the other hand, 
every clique-Helly graph is the clique graph of some clique-Helly graph. 
We express this by saying that the class of clique-Helly graphs is fixed 
under the clique graph operator K. A proper subclass also fixed under K 
was detected by Chong-Keang and Yee-Hock [7], viz., the graphs without 
multicliqual edges. A third example is the class of indifference graphs (alias 
time graphs); see Hedman [20]. These graphs have the additional property 
that they converge to the one-vertex graph in the following sense: there 
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exists a natural number n such that the iterated clique graph K”(G) := 
K(K”- ‘(G)) consists of only one vertex. Clique-Helly graphs in general 
need not converge in this strict sense, although at least K”+P(G) = K”(G) 
for some numbers n and p such that the period p equals 1 or 2. Beyond 
clique-Helly graphs, higher periods p may occur (see [ 13, 141) or even 
unperiodic divergence (see [26, 271). 
Motivated by the paper of Hedman, we shall address here the following 
two questions: 
-Which clique-Helly graphs converge to the one-vertex graph? 
-Are there (previously studied) classes fixed under the operator K 
other than the classes of indifference graphs, graphs without multicliqual 
edges, and clique-Helly graphs ? 
In Section 2 we shall give a complete answer to the first question. It 
turns out that the corresponding class consists exactly of those graphs 
which have been investigated by Nowakowski and Rival [28] and Quilliot 
[33, 341; cf. also [S, 23, 301. These graphs are named Helly graphs or 
absolute retracts of reflexive graphs. Here we call a graph G a disk-Helly 
graph if and only if the family of disks has the Helly property. The disk (or 
ball) DJu) with center u and radius k (where kz0) is the set of the ver- 
tices having distance less or equal k from the vertex U; the disk with radius 
1 centered at u is also called the closed neighbourhood N[u] of u in G. 
Every disk-Helly graph is a clique-Helly graph (see Section 2). Note that 
Hedman’s Helly graphs are the clique-Helly graphs in our sense. 
As to the second question, we shall exhibit a number of classes fixed 
under K, including a few prominent ones: disk-Helly graphs, strongly 
chordal graphs, Ptolemaic graphs, block graphs. Each of these classes 
consists of the line graphs of hypergraphs with specific properties (e.g., 
conformal, Helly, totally balanced, etc.). This is no coincidence; indeed, one 
immediately obtains a graph class fixed under K from any self-dual class of 
conformal hypergraphs which is closed under reductions and the operation 
of adding singleton edges. 
All (hyper)graphs considered here are finite and connected. 
2. GRAPHS CONVERGENT TO THE ONE-VERTEX GRAPH 
A clique-Helly graph G has the characteristic property that 
K2(G) = K(K(G)) can be identified with a certain induced subgraph of G. 
We say that a vertex z of a graph G is dominated by another vertex y if the 
closed neighbourhood of z is contained in that of y. Then we can record 
the following fact from [13] (particular instances of this can be found in 
~19,241). 
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LEMMA 2.1 (Escalante [ 13, Satz 21). Let G be a clique-Helly graph. 
First remove (zf necessary) some dominated vertices until a maximal induced 
subgraph G’ of G is obtained which has no pair of adjacent vertices with the 
same closed neighbourhood, Then deleting all remaining dominuted vertices of 
G’ results in an isomorphic copy of K’(G). 
Proof First observe that K(G) = K(G’). The cliques of K(G’) are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the undominated vertices of G’ because G’ 
is clique-Helly, whence the result. 1 
In view of this lemma one can expect that for a clique-Helly graph con- 
vergence to the one-vertex graph is equivalent to a kind of vertex elimina- 
tion scheme. This is indeed so. We define dismantlable graphs recursively in 
the following fashion: the one-vertex graph is dismantlable, and a graph G 
with at least two vertices is dismantlable if there exists a dominated vertex 
z such that G -z is dismantlable. Dismantlable graphs were considered by 
Poston [32] in a somewhat disguised form, later by Quilliot [33], and 
independently by Nowakowski and Winkler [29] under the name 
“cop-win” graphs. 
THEOREM 2.2. For a graph G the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G is a disk-Helly graph, 
(ii) G is a dismantlable clique-Helly graph, 
(iii) G is a clique-Helly graph convergent to the one-vertex graph. 
Proof (i) * (ii) Every disk-Helly graph G is known to have an ample 
supply of dominated vertices; see Quilliot [33] (cf. [S] ). In fact, for each 
pair u, v of vertices, choose any vertex z at maximal distance to u such that 
v is on a shortest path from u to z; then z is a dominated vertex. In par- 
ticular, every vertex of G lies on some shortest path between dominated 
vertices. Obviously, the vertex-deleted subgraph G - z is a disk-Helly graph 
for each dominated vertex z. Therefore, by an inductive argument, G is 
dismantlable. G is clique-Helly because the collection of closed 
neighbourhoods has the Helly property. Indeed, if Ci, . . . . C, are pairwise 
intersecting cliques, then the closed neighbourhoods of vertices from the 
union of all Ci intersect in pairs and so have some vertex x in common, 
which must belong to each Ci (for otherwise, C,u (x> would be a com- 
plete subgraph properly containing Ci). 
(ii)= (iii) This is obvious from Lemma 3.1 (and the fact that clique 
graphs of clique-Helly graphs are again clique-Helly). 
(ii) * (i) This part of the proof relies upon a result obtained in the 
paper [S] (cf. also [ 301). Namely, we know from [S] that, whenever z is 
a vertex dominated by another vertex y in the graph G such that G -z is 
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a disk-Helly graph, then G is a disk-Helly graph if and only if the following 
neighbourhood condition holds: 
(+ ) for each neighbour x of y not adjacent to z, there exists a 
neighbour u of z adjacent to all neighbours of x which are at distance 52 
from z. 
Observe that this recursive description of disk-Helly graphs guarantees that 
a dismantlable graph for which the collection of closed neighbourhoods has 
the Helly property is already a disk-Helly graph. That the weaker require- 
ment that G be a dismantlable clique-Helly graph already suffices needs a 
little argument. 
First we investigate the cycles of length 4 in G. We say that a 4-cycle U, 
u, w, x, u has rank 0 if it is not induced. It has rank 1 if u, u, w, x have 
a common neighbour; and for k 2 2, the cycle has rank k if it does not have 
rank k - 1 but there is a vertex y adjacent to all four vertices of the cycle 
except one, say w, such that 4-cycle y, v, w, x, y has rank k - 1. Since G 
is dismantlable, every 4-cycle has a well-defined (finite) rank. Now, we will 
show that no 4-cycle U, v, w, x can have rank 2 because G is a clique-Helly 
graph. Suppose that y is a common neighbour of x, U, v (but not w), and 
z is one of x, y, u, w  (but not u). Choose any extensions of the triangles 
{u, 0, ~1, { 0, w  z}, (4 Y, z) to cliques. Since these cliques intersect 
pairwise, there must be a vertex adjacent to U, u, w, x, thus contradicting 
rank 2. Therefore the vertices of any induced 4-cycle in G have a common 
neighbour in G. 
Next we proceed by induction on the number of vertices. If G has at least 
two vertices, then one can find a vertex z dominated by some other vertex 
y because G is dismantlable. Moreover, G - z is a dismantlable clique-Helly 
graph, and hence G - z is a disk-Helly graph by hypothesis. We show that 
the condition (+ ) is fulfilled. Consider any vertex x which is a neighbour 
of y but not of z. We assert that each neighbour w  of x at distance 2 to z 
has some common neighbour with x and z. Suppose that w  and y are not 
adjacent and any common neighbour v of w  and z is not adjacent to x. 
Then V, w, x, y, v induce a 4-cycle (in the indicated cyclic order). By what 
has been shown above, there must be a common neighbour u of v, w, x, y. 
Now, the triangles {v, y, z}, { U, x, y}, (u, v, w} intersect two by two, 
whence as G is clique-Helly there exists a common neighbour of w, x, z, as 
required. Finally, choose a maximal set S of pairwise adjacent common 
neighbours of x and z. Necessarily, S contains y. For each neighbour w  of 
x at distance 2 to z we can find a common neighbour w’ of w, x, z (by the 
preceding argument). Then the complete subgraphs given by (~7, ul’, x}, 
{w’, y, z}, and S u {x} meet two by two, and so there exists a vertex ~7” 
adjacent to w, x, z and all vertices in S different from w”. By maximality 
of S, we must have w” E S. Then the system consisting of the complete sub- 
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graph S u {z} and all triangles {w, w”, x}, where w  is a neighhour of x at 
distance 2 to z, intersects in pairs. We conclude that there exists a 
neighbour u of z adjacent to all those vertices w, as required in (+ ). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
A bridged graph is a graph G not containing any cycle of length greater 
than 3 as an isometric subgraph, that is: every n-cycle in G (n 2 4) contains 
a pair of vertices whose distance in G is smaller than that along the cycle; 
cf. [37]. Anstee and Farber [2] have shown that bridged graphs are 
dismantlable. Hence from Theorem 2.2 one obtains the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.3. A bridged graph is a disk-Helly graph if and only if it 
is a clique-Helly graph. 
Hedman [20] defined the index of a graph G, convergent to the one- 
vertex graph, to be the smallest number n for which K”(G) is the one-vertex 
graph. He showed that the index of G is at least the diameter of G (i.e., the 
largest distance in G); see [20, Theorem 4.2; 3; 311. If G is an indifference 
graph, then the index equals the diameter; see [20, Theorem 4.43. Indeed, 
indifference graphs are special disk-Helly graphs, and the index of arbitrary 
disk-Helly graphs is readily determined in view of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 
2.2. First, if G is a disk-Helly graph, then so is K*(G) since K*(G) is 
obtained from G by deleting some dominated vertices. Then the diameter 
of G exceeds the diameter of K*(G) by 2 whenever G is not a complete 
graph. This is so because every diametrical vertex in a noncomplete disk- 
Helly graph is dominated by a nondiametrical vertex. Thus, we can record 
the following fact. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For a disk-Helly graph G index and diameter are equal, 
A graph G which converges to the one-vertex graph need not be clique- 
Helly. Thus it would be interesting to have a full characterization of such 
graphs G. More specifically, we may ask the following question. 
Problem 2.5. Are dismantlable graphs clique-convergent to the one- 
vertex graph, or at least, are bridged graphs such? 
We have some evidence that the answer will be in the affirmative; see the 
next two observations. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The clique graph K(G) of a dismantlable graph G is 
again disman tlable. 
Proof. We use induction on the number n of vertices of G. For n 2 2, 
let the assertion be true for all graphs having fewer than n vertices. By 
definition, we find vertices z and y such that G - z is dismantlable and z is 
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dominated by y. Clearly, K(G - z) consists of all sets of the form C- (z), 
where C is a clique of G such that C - {z} is not contained in any other 
clique of G. Hence, as every clique of G containing z also contains y, the 
graph K(G-z) is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of K(G). Now, let C 
be a clique not belonging to this induced subgraph. Then C - {z} is con- 
tained in some clique C’ of G such that z $ C’. Certainly every clique of G 
which intersects C must also intersect C’, that is, C’ dominates C in K(G). 
Dismantling ail such cliques C results in an isomorphic copy of K(G - z), 
and as the latter graph is dismantlable, so is K(G). 1 
The most prominent subclass of dismantlable graphs is formed by the 
chordal graphs (i.e., graphs without induced cycles of length greater than 
3). A chordal graph G need not be a clique-Helly graph, and moreover, 
K(G) is in general not even chordal, although K(G) is a disk-Helly graph, 
as we shall see next. First we describe a straightforward construction which 
assigns to an arbitrary graph G a larger graph G containing both G and 
K*(G) as induced subgraphs. The extension e is obtained from the disjoint 
union of the graphs G and K’(G) by adding the following edges between 
G and K*(G): a vertex x of G and a vertex V (being a maximal pairwise 
intersecting collection of cliques of G) of K*(G) are made adjacent if and 
only if x is contained in some member of V. It is not difficult to show that 
G and K’(G) are actually isometric subgraphs of 6, that is, for every path 
in C.? connecting two vertices of G (or K’(G), respectively), there is a path 
in G (or K’(G), respectively), which is not longer. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let G be a chordal graph. Then K(G) is a disk-Helly 
graph isomorphic to K(e) such that the diameter of G equals the diameter of 
K(G) plus 1. Moreover, 6 is a chordal graph (whence so is K2( G)). In par- 
ticular, G converges to the one-vertex graph, and the index of G equals the 
diameter of G. 
Proof: Since G is chordal, it is the intersection graph of a family d of 
subtrees of some tree T so that the vertices of T can be identified with the 
cliques of G; see Gavril [ 171 (cf. [ 111). Two cliques of G intersect if and 
only if there is a subtree in the family d which covers the two correspond- 
ing vertices of T. First observe that the vertices of T which correspond to 
the members of a clique %? of K(G) induce a subtree TV of T. Indeed, % 
corresponds to a maximal set of vertices in T pairwise contained in mem- 
bers of 8. Since the system of all subtrees of a tree has the Helly property, 
we conclude that K(G) is a clique-Helly graph. Then, as G is dismantlable, 
K(G) is a disk-Helly graph by Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.6. 
Now, when we add all the subtrees TW to 8, we get a family 6, the inter- 
section graph of which is C?. Hence 6 and its induced subgraph K*(G) are 
chordal. Then, a fortiori, the vertices of T correspond to the cliques of 6 
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and two cliques of G intersect if and only if the corresponding vertices s 
and t lie in a common member of 8, which is equivalent to s and t 
belonging to some common member of 8. Therefore K(G) is isomorphic 
to K(G). 
Assume that s and t are distinct vertices of T corresponding to cliques of 
G which are at largest distance in K(G). Let P be the path in T connecting 
s and t. Choose a member TX of d containing s but not the neighbour of 
s on P, and similarly choose TY from Q containing t but not the neighbour 
oft on P. Let x=x0,x,, . . . . xk _ r, xk = y be a shortest path in G. Then the 
tree T,., (corresponding to x1) contains s, and analogously, T,,_, contains 
t. Moreover, we can find a vertex si in each T,, n T,,+, for i = 1, . . . . k - 2. 
Then the members of K(G) corresponding to s, sl, . . . . skP2, t constitute a 
path in K(G). Hence the diameter of K(G) is less or equal k - 1. So, the 
diameter of G exceeds the one of K(G) by at least one. This completes the 
proof. i 
For a graph G convergent to the one-vertex graph let the (Helly) defect 
be the smallest number h such that J?(G) is a disk-Helly graph. The 
preceding proposition confirms that the defect of chordal graphs is at most 
1. Can the defect of G exceed the difference of index and diameter by more 
than l? We do not know. 
3. CLASSES FIXED UNDER THE OPERATOR K 
It is fairly easy to see that every disk-Helly graph is the clique graph of 
a disk-Helly graph so that, by Theorem 2.2, the class of disk-Helly graphs 
is fixed under K. Actually, this is an immediate consequence of some facts 
concerning certain classes of hypergraphs; this sort of thing is the spirit of 
the paper [lo] by Duchet. 
Essentially, we use the hypergraph terminology of Berge [6]. A hyper- 
graph H is a pair (X, 8’) consisting of a (finite) set X of oertices and a 
family d of nonempty subsets of X, the edges of H, such that every vertex 
lies in some edge. A hypergraph H’ = (X’, 8’) is a partial hypergraph of 
H=(X,b)ifX’~Xandb’=(X’nEIE~~)forsomesubfamilyBofb. 
The dual hypergraph H* has 6 as its vertex set and {E E d 1 x E E} (x E X) 
as its edges. We call a class 2 of hypergraphs self-dual if it contains with 
every hypergraph also its dual. The underlying graph of the hypergraph 
H= (X, 8) has vertex set X and two distinct vertices are adjacent if 
and only if they lie in a common edge of H. The line graph of H is the 
underlying graph of the dual H* of H. A hypergraph H is called reduced 
if no edge Ei is contained in an edge Ej with j # i. The reduct of H consists 
of the vertex set of H and the set of all edges of H maximal with respect 
to inclusion (so that the reduct has no multiple edges). The clique hyper- 
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graph of a graph G has the same vertex set as G and all cliques of G as 
edges. So, the clique graph of a graph G is just the line graph of the clique 
hypergraph of G. A hypergraph is conformal if its reduct equals the clique 
hypergraph of its underlying graph. A Helly hypergraph is one whose dual 
is conformal (or equivalently, one whose edges satisfy the Helly-property). 
Then the characterization of clique graphs due to Roberts and Spencer 
[35] reads in the hypergraph terminology as follows: a graph G is the 
clique graph of some graph if and only if G is the underlying graph of some 
Helly hypergraph. Observe that a graph G is a clique-Helly graph if and 
only if its clique hypergraph is a (conformal) Helly hypergraph. So, the 
underlying graph of conformal Helly hypergraphs are precisely the clique- 
Helly graphs. In the next lemma we mean by adding singleton edges the 
following closure operation: to a hypergraph H = (X, &‘) associate the 
hypergraph with vertex set X and the smallest edge family extending d and 
containing all {u} for UE X. Observe that the dual operation amounts to 
adding an isolated vertex (i.e., a vertex lying in exactly one edge) to each 
edge which previously did not contain one. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Y? be a self-dual class of conformal hypergraphs closed 
under reductions and the operation of adding singleton edges. Then the under- 
lying graphs of hypergraphs of 2 form a class 3 fixed under the clique 
graph operator K. 
Proof Let G be a graph from 9. Then the clique hypergraph H, of G 
lies in X since 2 is closed under reductions. K(G) is the underlying graph 
of the dual H:, whence 9 is closed under the operator K. On the other 
hand, add the necessary singleton edges to H, and then take the dual. The 
resulting hypergraph H is reduced and belongs to the given class 2. So, 
His the clique hypergraph of its underlying graph F. Then G, being the line 
graph of H, is the clique graph of F. 1 
This construction is essentially due to Hamelink [ 183 (who associated to 
G the required graph F directly, without referring to hypergraphs). If we 
take for 2 the largest possible class, viz., the class of all conformal Helly 
hypergraphs, then by Lemma 3.1, one confirms that the clique-Helly 
graphs form a class fixed under K (see Escalante [ 131). Smaller classes of 
hypergraphs, where Lemma 3.1 applies, arise in a natural way via 
reducibility conditions or in terms of forbidden partial hypergraphs. As to 
the former, we say that H is bi-reduced if both H and its dual H* are 
reduced. Now, consider the following reduction process: given a hyper- 
graph HO = H, let H,, + 1 be the reduct of H,, (k 1 0), and let HZk + z be the 
dual of the reduct of H&+ , (k20). Then for some number n we get 
H n+2 = H,; this hypergraph is called the bi-reduct of H. Note that the dis- 
mantlable graphs are exactly the underlying graphs of hypergraphs having 
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the one-vertex hypergraph as their bi-reducts. Combining this fact with 
Theorem 2.2 yields that the disk-Helly graphs are exactly the underlying 
graphs of conformal Helly hypergraphs with one-vertex bi-reducts. Then, 
by Lemma 3.1, we can conclude that the class of disk-Helly graphs is fixed 
under K. More generally, let 8 be any self-dual class of bi-reduced confor- 
ma1 hypergraphs, and let X consist of those conformal Helly hypergraphs 
whose bi-reducts belong to W. Then the underlying graphs of hypergraphs 
in &? form a class fixed under K. %! may consist, for example, of the clique 
hypergraphs of the kth powers of some cycles of length greater than 3k 
(where k 2 1). W could also serve as a class of forbidden partial hyper- 
graphs. Specifically, a totally balanced hypergraph (alias P-acyclic hyper- 
graph) is a hypergraph not having a (graph) cycle as a partial hypergraph; 
see [ 1, 8, 9, 123 for pertinent references. The underlying graphs of totally 
balanced hypergraphs are just the so-called strongly chordal graphs; see 
Farber [15]. Again from Lemma 3.1, we infer that such graphs form a 
class fixed under K. More generally, if .X is the class of those conformal 
Helly hypergraphs which do not contain as partial hypergraphs members 
from a self-dual class &! of hypergraphs without singleton edges, then the 
underlying graphs of hypergraphs in X form a class fixed under the clique 
graph operator. This may be applied to two particular classes consisting of 
totally balanced hypergraphs (considered by D’Atri and Moscarini [S, 91, 
for instance). A y-acyclic hypergraph may be defined as a totally balanced 
hypergraph not containing the hypergraph Z, as a partial hypergraph, 
where Z, consists of three vertices U, v, w  and the three edges (u, v}, 
{v, w}, {u, v, w}. It is fairly evident that the underlying graphs of y-acyclic 
hypergraphs are precisely those (strongly) chordal graphs which do not 
contain a vertex v and an induced path with four vertices t, U, w, x such 
that v is adjacent to t, U, w, x (cf. [9]). These graphs, called Ptolemaic 
graphs, have been studied for various reasons; see [4, 16, 21, 22, 361. 
Among the Ptolemaic graphs are the block graphs, i.e., the graphs whose 
blocks are cliques. They are the underlying graphs of Berge-acyclic hyper- 
graphs (cf. [9]). The latter hypergraphs can be characterized as the totally 
balanced hypergraphs not containing the hypergraph Z, as a partial hyper- 
graph, where Z, has two vertices U, v and two copies of {u, v} as its edges. 
For our last example, a multicliqual edge is one that lies in more than one 
clique. Graphs without multicliqual edges are exactly the underlying graphs 
of those conformal hypergraphs which do not contain Z2 as a partial 
hypergraph. These hypergraphs are necessarily Helly hypergraphs. Thus 
the result of Chong-Keang and Yee-Hock [7], that the class of graphs 
without multicliqual edges is fixed under K, can also be deduced from our 
results. 
The preceding discussion can be summarized as follows. The underlying 
graphs of all 
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- conformal Helly hypergraphs, 
- conformal Helly hypergraphs with one-vertex bi-reducts, 
- totally balanced ( = P-acyclic) hypergraphs, 
- y-acyclic hypergraphs, 
- Berge-acyclic hypergraphs, 
- conformal hypergraphs without Z2 as a partial hypergraph, respec- 
tively, form the following classes of graphs: 
- clique-Helly graphs, 
- disk-Helly graphs, 
- strongly chordal graphs, 
- Ptolemaic graphs, 
- block graphs, 
- graphs without multicliqual edges, respectively. 
Since each of the above classes of Helly hypergraphs is self-dual and 
closed under reduction and the operation of adding singleton edges, we 
finally arrive at the concluding result: 
THEOREM 3.2. The six classes of all clique-Helly graphs, disk-He& 
graphs, strongly chordal graphs, Ptolemaic graphs, block graphs, and graphs 
without multicliqual edges, respectively, are fixed under the clique graph 
operator K. 
Indifference graphs do not quite lit into the above scheme, although they 
form a K-fixed class (by [20, Theorems 3.3 and 3.61) and are the under- 
lying graphs of hypergraphs from a self-dual class of certain totally balanced 
hypergraphs. Recall (from [ 111, for instance) that an interval hypergraph H 
is characterized by the condition that there are no vertices U, v, u’ which 
can be pairwise joined by a path in H not incident with the third vertex. 
Interval graphs are the line graphs of interval hypergraphs, while the 
reduced interval hypergraphs account for the indifference graphs. If an 
interval graph is not an indifference graph, then it contains an induced 
3-star (consisting of a vertex adjacent to 3 nonadjacent vertices), whence 
the clique hypergraph is not an interval hypergraph. This explains why 
interval graphs do not form a K-fixed class. On the other hand, the clique 
hypergraph of an indifference graph is an interval hypergraph. Therefore 
indifference graphs are just the underlying graphs of hypergraphs H for 
which both H and H* are interval hypergraphs; let us call any such hyper- 
graph H an indifference hypergraph. The class of indifference hypergraphs 
is, unfortunately, not closed under the operation of adding singleton edges 
since adding isolated vertices is not a feasible operation for interval hyper- 
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graphs (while the larger class of path hypergraphs (cf. [25]) is closed 
under these operations). Then, in order to guarantee that each indifference 
graph is the clique graph of an indifference graph, one has to design a 
specific operation assigning to each indifference hypergraph H a larger one 
from which H is recovered by removing the isolated vertices. This is, of 
course, implicitly achieved in Hedman’s recursive construction (see the 
proof of [20, Theorem 3.61). 
Note Added in Proof Problem 2.5 has an affirmative answer, as is shown in [43]. The 
results in the recent paper [42] are covered by Proposition 2.7. Some further supplementary 
references are added for the sake of completeness: [38,41] contain a number of observations 
on (not necessarily finite) clique graphs. Some of the results on graphs without multicliqual 
edges proven in [7] already appeared in [39]. The paper [40] presents two classes of graphs 
(constructed from non-bipartite graphs with girth greater than 6) which are fixed under the 
clique graph operator. 
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